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1. Introduction 
 

Power systems are the largest and most complex human made systems, where faults always 
occurred, in the world. Faults can cause personnel and equipment safety problems, and can 
result in substantial economic losses. In order to solve the problems, faults automatic 
detection, location and isolation must be employed. Most faults can cause large currents or 
voltages changing, and they are often detected by traditional protective relay. Whereas, 
some faults, such as high impedance faults, grounding faults of ineffectively earthed 
distribution systems, cause small currents and voltages changing and they are difficult to be 
detect using traditional protective relay. In this chapter, faults generated signals 
characteristics are investigated, special faults detection methods are developed, and their 
applications in power systems are presented.  

 
2. Faults generated signals characteristics 
 

2.1 Fundamental frequency signals characteristics 
The three phase voltages and currents include fundamental frequency signals and many 
other different frequency harmonic signals. In this section the fundamental frequency 
signals is analyzed ( Jingchao et al. 2003, Yang et al. 2003, Wang et al. 2006).  
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Fig. 1. Current direction of ineffectively earthed distribution system in normal condition 
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A typical ineffectively earthed distribution system is shown in Figure 1. The three phase 
fundamental frequency voltages named AE , BE and CE  and fundamental frequency 

currents are symmetrical in normal condition. The neutral-to-ground voltage 0U  is zero, 
and the phase-to-ground capacitances in Feeder 1 and Feeder 2 are 1C  and 2C  
respectively. Taking Feeder 1 for example, the three phase fundamental frequency currents 
flowing from bus to feeder are 1AI , 1BI , 1CI , the fundamental frequency capacitive 

currents are 1CAI , 1CBI , 1CCI , and fundamental frequency load currents are 1LAI , 1LBI , 

1LCI . 
The three phase fundamental frequency currents from bus to Feeder 1 can be calculated: 
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The three phase fundamental frequency currents from bus to Feeder 2 can be calculated:  
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If single-phase grounding fault happened in phase C of Feeder 2 (shown in Figure 2), the 
three phase fundamental frequency voltages of source are still symmetrical. But the 
neutral-to-ground voltage is not zero, it changes from 0U  to 0U  . The residual current is fI . 

Taking Feeder 1 for example, the three phase fundamental frequency currents are 1AI  , 

1BI  and 1CI   respectively, fundamental frequency capacitive currents are 1CAI  , 1CBI  and 

1CCI   respectively, and fundamental frequency load currents are 1LAI  , 1LBI  and 1LCI   
respectively. 
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Fig. 2. Current direction of ineffectively earthed distribution system when single-phase 
grounding fault happened 

The three phase fundamental frequency currents from bus to Feeder 1 can be calculated: 
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The three phase fundamental frequency currents from bus to Feeder 2 can be calculated: 
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Although the three phase fundamental frequency currents contain fundamental frequency 
load currents, the fundamental frequency load currents change little before and after fault 
happening. It can be assumed: 
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Comparing (1), (2), (3), (4) and taking account of (5), the changing of the fundamental 
frequency currents can be calculated. 
For Feeder 1: 
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For Feeder 2: 
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The differences of the changing of the fundamental frequency currents of Feeder 1 between 
the phases can be calculated as: 
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For Feeder 2: 
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Although the three phase fundamental frequency currents contain fundamental frequency 
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The differences of the changing of the fundamental frequency currents of Feeder 1 between 
the phases can be calculated as: 
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From the above analysis, the following results are obtained: 
a. In the sound feeder, the differences of the changing of the fundamental frequency 

currents between the three phases are zero under the ideal conditions.  
b. In the faulted feeder, the differences of the changing of the fundamental frequency 

currents between the healthy and faulted phases are very large, equaling the residual 
current. However, it is zero between healthy phase currents. 

In order to reduce the measuring error and the unbalance effect, the changing of the 
fundamental frequency currents ( I ) is applied, which can be calculated by the following 
methods(Zeng et al. 2001): 
a. )()()( Tninini   
b. )2()()( Tninini   
c. )2()(2)()( TniTninini   
d. )23()()2()()( TniTniTninini   
Where, n is the sample-time in digital relay, T is the system period (20ms when system 
frequency is 50Hz). Among the above methods, method d is usually employed. 

 
2.2 Transient signals characteristics  
 

2.2.1 High frequency characteristics 
High frequency transient has high propagation velocity, and a large extent of attenuation, 
which lead to distortion on the process of transmission along the line. The transmission 
characteristics of different frequency components will result in the distortion of traveling 
waves, and the phenomenon is called dispersion, which decreases the mutation of initial 
traveling wave, influences the effective identification of initial traveling wave.  
By analyzing the modulus of the frequency characteristics of the parameters, earth simulator 
component has the most serious attenuation and phase shift in the process of transmission, 
in that the earth simulator component is seriously influenced by zero-order inductance and 
resistance. The zero-order inductance and resistance is closely related with frequency 
because of skin effect. With obviously decreased of frequency, the zero-order inductance is 
decreased, while the zero-order resistance is increased, which cause attenuation coefficient 
and wave velocity have great changes. The higher frequency is included in earth simulator 
component, the more serious attenuation generated during transmission. Line model has 
greatly influenced by zero-order inductance and resistance, but these parameters have 
smaller impact of frequency. So attenuation coefficient and wave velocity of Line model are 
far less impact to earth simulator component. Therefore, dispersion of traveling wave is 
mainly caused by earth simulator component. 
Seen from the fault type, single-phase grounding will generate large quantity of earth 
simulator component, which is greatly influenced by dispersion; two-phase earth short 
circuit has weak earth simulator component, which has smaller dispersion; two or 

three-phase short circuit has minimal impact, which has the smallest dispersion. 
In practical application, the frequency band range of traveling wave is valued between 10 
kHz to 1MHz. In this range, line model of traveling wave velocity has little influence by 
frequency changes, which has limited impacts for fault location. While high frequency 
component is serious attenuated, which to some extend decreased the amplitude of initial 
traveling wave. 
Frequency characteristics of each modulus parameters, frequency variation curve of 
modulus velocity and frequency variation curve of modulus wave impedance are shown in 
Figure 3, 4 and 5 (Guo. 2007). 

 
(a) Resistance frequency dependent character of each modulus parameters 

 

 
(b) Inductance frequency dependent character of each modulus parameters 
Fig. 3. Frequency characteristics of each modulus parameters 
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Fig. 4. Frequency variation curve of modulus velocity 

 
Fig. 5. Frequency variation curve of modulus wave impedance 

 
2.2.2 Transient signals analysis with fourier transform 
A signal )(tx  can be represented in the form(Wang et al. 2002): 





   deFtx tj)()(                            (10) 

Where )(F , the Fourier transform of )(tx , is defined as: 






 dtetxx tj


 )(

2
1)(ˆ                          (11) 

The Fourier transform )(ˆ x  depend on the global properties of )(tx . 
Short time Fourier transform (STFT) is the Fourier transform of signal )(tx multiplied by a 
window function translating in time by b: 

dtebtwtxbSTFT tj 



  )()(),(                    (12) 

Where w  denotes the conjugate of window function w. It can be rewritten as: 

dtetbwtxebSTFT tbjjwb
x

)())(()(),( 




                 (13) 

Therefore, short time Fourier transform of a signal is that the signal is firstly through a band 
pass filter at analyzing frequency  and then is modulated to zero frequency. 

 
2.2.3 Transient signals analysis with wavelet transform 
Proper signal analysis becomes a key issue. Analyzing singly in the time or frequency 
domain is not sufficient to capture the faults that spread in a wide band of frequencies. 
Faults of these types require analysis which is localized in both the time and frequency 
domains. The wavelet transform is an excellent signal analysis and decomposition tool for 
such signals using constant bandwidth analysis. 

A Function )()( 2 RLt   is called a basic wavelet or mother wavelet, if the Fourier 
Transform satisfies equation (14) (Zhang et al. 2004): 
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Where )(*   is the Fourier Transform of function )( . With its dilation and translation, 
we can get equation (15): 
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This is called continuous wavelet relaying on factors a and b . Where a  is called dilation 
factor and b is called translation factor. The continuous wavelet translation of a function 

)()( 2 RLtf   will be equation (16): 
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The function can be restructured by equation (17): 
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                   (17) 

Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) has perfect localization both in time domain and in 
frequency domain. With a  decrease, )(, tba  focuses on the part of high frequency. It 
means the narrow in time window but high resolution. This performance makes CWT an 
advanced tool on fault detection. 
When used in practice cases, especially in implementation in computer, continuous wavelet 
has been discrete. In fact, continuous wavelet and continuous wavelet transform of a signal 
can both be discrete. Supposing jaa 0  and 00bkab j  Zj , equation (18): 
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)()( 00
2

0, kbtaat jj
kj                             (18) 

The decomposition and its reconstruction of the function )(tf  in discrete wavelet 
transform are shown in equation (19) and (20): 






 dtttffC kjkjkj )()(, ,,,                      (19) 










 )()( ,, tCCtf kjkj                         (20) 

Different wavelet transform may give different analysis results to the system. To most 
vibration signal, both CWT and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) can be used to detect 
faults. 
There is a significant difference between wavelet transform and Fourier transform. The 
Fourier based functions are indexed by a single frequency parameter   whereas the 
wavelet ones are indexed by two parameters, scale a and time translation b . Therefore, 
Fourier transforms describe the global properties of )(tx  while wavelet transforms 
describe the local properties of )(tx in the neighborhood of each time translation b . 
Short Time Fourier transform, which is the function of two variables: time translation b  
and analyzing frequency  , shares with wavelet transform the same property of 
localization. It is customary to think of short time Fourier transform as the frequency 
analysis of a signal in a short time, particularly in the case of rectangular window, but the 
short time Fourier transform of signal )(tx depends not only on the signal but also on the 
choice of the window. 

 
2.2.4 Transient signals analysis with Hilbert transform 
When we have decomposed the signal into a series of IMFS, Hilbert transform can be carried 
out on each intrinsic mode function (IMF) to get a series of instantaneous 
frequency )(tf i (Xiao'an et al. 2008). 
For each IMF )(tci , its corresponding Hilbert transform is defined as: 
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Thus an analytic signal )(tZi  can be constructed as: 
)()()()()( ti
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Where 2
1

22 ])()([)( tYtcta ii  ; ))()(arctan()( tctYt ii . 
Instantaneous frequency of )(tci  is defined as: 
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2.2.5 Transient signals analysis with Hilbert-Huang transform 
Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) is used for analyzing non-stationary and nonlinear signal. 
Compared with Fourier transform and wavelet transform, it is not necessary to select 
parameters in HHT, and the results of HHT absolutely lie only on the character of the signal 
itself. The transform has only one result. 
HHT is based on two processes: empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and Hilbert 
transform. The central part of the HHT is EMD which is a sifting process to decompose a 
signal into a number of IMFs. Each IMF must satisfy the following two conditions: a) In the 
whole data set, the number of extrema and the number of zero-crossings must either equal 
or differ at most by one; b) At any point, the mean value of the envelope defined by local 
maxima and the envelope defined by the local minima is zero. 
Any signal )(ts  can be decomposed as follows (Xiao'an et al. 2008): 

a. When )()(11 tsts  , subscript i of signal )(tsij expresses the decomposing order, and 
subscript j  expresses the sifting times in the i  order. Find all the local extrema, 
including maxima and minima, then connect all the maxima and minima of signal 

)(ts using smooth cubic splines to get its upper envelope and lower envelope. 
b. Subtracting mean )(tmij of these two envelopes from the signal )(tsij  to get their 

difference: )()()( tmtsth ijijij  . 

c. If the sifting result )(thij  meets the two criteria of an IMF, carry out step d; otherwise, 

treat )()()1( thts ijji  , and repeat steps a and b. 

d. The i th IMF of signal )(ts  is: )()( thtc iji  . Calculate the residual signal: 
)()()( 1 tctstr iii  . 

e. If the residue becomes monotonic, the final order in  ; Otherwise, treat 
)()(1)1( trts ii  , repeat steps a, b, c and d. 

The original signal )(ts  can thus be expressed as follows: 





n

i
ni trtcts

1

)()()(                                (24) 

Where )(tci  is i th IMF component, and )(trn  is the residue. 
In summary, the empirical mode decomposition is similar with wavelet decomposition. The 
tree of empirical mode decomposition is shown in Figure 6. For the first IMF )(1 tc  contains 
the highest frequency component of the signal, it can be applied to fault detection (Li. 2005). 

)(1 tr )(2 tr )(3 tr

)(1 tc )(2 tc )(3 tc )(tcn

)(trn)(ts

 
Fig. 6. Tree of empirical mode decomposition 

 
2.3 Sensors and their characteristics analysis 
Predicting or locating the faults as soon as possible is very important to maintain power grid 
reliable operation. Moreover, faults often accompanied by ultrasonic, electromagnetic field 
distribution and temperature changing, etc. Based on the change of these physical 
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Thus an analytic signal )(tZi  can be constructed as: 
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2.2.5 Transient signals analysis with Hilbert-Huang transform 
Hilbert-Huang Transform (HHT) is used for analyzing non-stationary and nonlinear signal. 
Compared with Fourier transform and wavelet transform, it is not necessary to select 
parameters in HHT, and the results of HHT absolutely lie only on the character of the signal 
itself. The transform has only one result. 
HHT is based on two processes: empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and Hilbert 
transform. The central part of the HHT is EMD which is a sifting process to decompose a 
signal into a number of IMFs. Each IMF must satisfy the following two conditions: a) In the 
whole data set, the number of extrema and the number of zero-crossings must either equal 
or differ at most by one; b) At any point, the mean value of the envelope defined by local 
maxima and the envelope defined by the local minima is zero. 
Any signal )(ts  can be decomposed as follows (Xiao'an et al. 2008): 

a. When )()(11 tsts  , subscript i of signal )(tsij expresses the decomposing order, and 
subscript j  expresses the sifting times in the i  order. Find all the local extrema, 
including maxima and minima, then connect all the maxima and minima of signal 

)(ts using smooth cubic splines to get its upper envelope and lower envelope. 
b. Subtracting mean )(tmij of these two envelopes from the signal )(tsij  to get their 

difference: )()()( tmtsth ijijij  . 

c. If the sifting result )(thij  meets the two criteria of an IMF, carry out step d; otherwise, 

treat )()()1( thts ijji  , and repeat steps a and b. 

d. The i th IMF of signal )(ts  is: )()( thtc iji  . Calculate the residual signal: 
)()()( 1 tctstr iii  . 

e. If the residue becomes monotonic, the final order in  ; Otherwise, treat 
)()(1)1( trts ii  , repeat steps a, b, c and d. 

The original signal )(ts  can thus be expressed as follows: 
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Where )(tci  is i th IMF component, and )(trn  is the residue. 
In summary, the empirical mode decomposition is similar with wavelet decomposition. The 
tree of empirical mode decomposition is shown in Figure 6. For the first IMF )(1 tc  contains 
the highest frequency component of the signal, it can be applied to fault detection (Li. 2005). 
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Fig. 6. Tree of empirical mode decomposition 

 
2.3 Sensors and their characteristics analysis 
Predicting or locating the faults as soon as possible is very important to maintain power grid 
reliable operation. Moreover, faults often accompanied by ultrasonic, electromagnetic field 
distribution and temperature changing, etc. Based on the change of these physical 
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parameters, faults can locate quickly and accurately, so that the repair work can be carried 
out in the minimum time. 

 
2.3.1 Sensors for faults generated ultrasonic 
The basic idea of ultrasonic sensors is quite simple: They transmit acoustic waves and 
receive them after interaction of ultrasonic wave and investigated process. On it’s arrival at 
the receiver the ultrasound signal carries the information about the parameters to be 
measured (and unfortunately many other parameters too – which demands compensation). 
In addition, software algorithms based on models for the ultrasonic propagation and the 
interaction between the ultrasonic wave and physical or chemical variables of interest are 
employed for analysis the measuring. Furthermore, ultrasonic measurements are only 
meaningful when state parameters like temperature, pressure etc. are measured 
simultaneously with the ultrasonic parameters at high accuracy for compensation.  
Ultrasound covers a frequency range from 20 kHz to about 1 GHz. For technical 
applications the range 20 kHz to 10 MHz is the most important one (Hauptmann et al. 2001). 
The attractive features of ultrasonic sensors can be summarized as follow: 
a. Non-invasive measurement. 
b. In-line measurement. 
c. Rapid response, usually a fraction of a second. 
d. Low power consumption. 
e. Excellent long term stability. 
f. High resolution and accuracy. 
At present, ultrasonic technique has been applied to the detection and location of discharges 
in liquid-immersed dielectric structures such as gaps, coil stacks, and reactors. However, in 
some cases it probably can be extended to solid structures, if higher frequencies are used, 
and also to gas-filled structures by using lower frequencies. It is applicable for almost any 
type of voltage testing. It does not interfere with normal current and voltage measurements, 
and indicates the presence and location of sparks and corona. In addition, it is relatively 
insensitive to external disturbances and is not influenced by the test piece capacitance. 
Therefore, it can serve as a valuable adjunct to other methods of discharge detection and 
measurement (Cooper et al. 1984).  
The most challenging issues facing ultrasonic sensors are: 
a. The exact knowledge of the acoustic properties of the substances is necessary for most 

ultrasonic measurements. 
b. Substances under investigation must be acoustically transparent for transmission and 

some reflection techniques. 
c. Ultrasonic measurements are highly disturbed when gas bubbles in liquids are present. 
d. Ultrasonic signals tend to be complicated and need relatively complex signal 

processing. 
e. Only integral information along the entire sound path is delivered. 
f. Increase of the attenuation of sound with frequency. 
It is known that corona and spark breakdowns produce both audible and ultrasonic 
pressure waves in the medium surrounding the discharge. The pressure waves have an 
intensity which is determined by the rate of energy release and the nature of the medium in 
which the discharge occurs. These pressure waves propagate radically outward in all 
directions, and generally contain a wide range of frequency components of up to several 

hundred kilocycles in liquid. In gases, the higher frequencies rapidly are attenuated, leaving 
only vibrations in the audible sound range. However, in liquid and in some solids, the 
attenuation of the higher frequencies is not as severe, and the electric discharges will 
produce pressure variations which have rich ultrasonic components, as well as audible 
sound. 
The ultrasonic partial discharges measurement technique consists of two types, namely the 
contact type and the non-contact type. The contact-type measurement method uses a direct 
contact between the sensor and the equipment measured; for common transformer, the 
ultrasonic sensor was mounted on the wall of transformer to detect the ultrasonic signal and 
corona noise. But for some special transformer, such as epoxy-resin transformer, its coil 
surface relies on epoxy resin to insulate it from the air; it will be more difficult to use the 
contact-type measurement method in the field before the said phenomenon is resolved. The 
non-contact type measurement, although with a less degree of sensitivity than that of the 
contact type, experiences no such shortcoming mentioned above. 
The sound wave’s per-unit area energy and acoustic pressure will decrease as the 
propagation distance increases. Due to the rather weak partial discharges signals, their 
propagation distance is not far in the air and is easily interfered by the environment; hence 
ultrasonic measurement devices must be placed as closely to the measured object as possible. 
We will position the ultrasonic device, at various angles, 1m away from the object to be 
measured. During the measurement, we adopt partial discharges ultrasonic measuring 
devices with measurement frequency ranging from 20 to 100 kHz. To achieve the goal of 
identification of type and magnitude of fault, we design a partial discharges ultrasonic 
signal retrieving and analyzing system to proceed signal analysis; the whole analysis 
flowchart is shown in Figure 7 (Chen et al. 2005). 
 

Diagnosis
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Signal Process

ComputerA/DSensorEquipment
Power

Strategy

 
Fig. 7. Ultrasonic measurement flow 
 
Step a. Measuring ultrasonic signals and, after analog–digital conversion, filing them into 

computer and proceeding noise identification. 
Step b. Obtaining the field power-source signal as the reference signal; comparing 

ultrasonic signals with the reference signal to observe the discharges’ sound wave 
characteristics. 

Step c. Using a 60 Hz signal’s angle as the reference, draw partial discharges signals into 
3-D diagrams with the angle, the period, and the magnitude as the coordinates to 
observe partial discharges angles’ characteristics. 
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parameters, faults can locate quickly and accurately, so that the repair work can be carried 
out in the minimum time. 

 
2.3.1 Sensors for faults generated ultrasonic 
The basic idea of ultrasonic sensors is quite simple: They transmit acoustic waves and 
receive them after interaction of ultrasonic wave and investigated process. On it’s arrival at 
the receiver the ultrasound signal carries the information about the parameters to be 
measured (and unfortunately many other parameters too – which demands compensation). 
In addition, software algorithms based on models for the ultrasonic propagation and the 
interaction between the ultrasonic wave and physical or chemical variables of interest are 
employed for analysis the measuring. Furthermore, ultrasonic measurements are only 
meaningful when state parameters like temperature, pressure etc. are measured 
simultaneously with the ultrasonic parameters at high accuracy for compensation.  
Ultrasound covers a frequency range from 20 kHz to about 1 GHz. For technical 
applications the range 20 kHz to 10 MHz is the most important one (Hauptmann et al. 2001). 
The attractive features of ultrasonic sensors can be summarized as follow: 
a. Non-invasive measurement. 
b. In-line measurement. 
c. Rapid response, usually a fraction of a second. 
d. Low power consumption. 
e. Excellent long term stability. 
f. High resolution and accuracy. 
At present, ultrasonic technique has been applied to the detection and location of discharges 
in liquid-immersed dielectric structures such as gaps, coil stacks, and reactors. However, in 
some cases it probably can be extended to solid structures, if higher frequencies are used, 
and also to gas-filled structures by using lower frequencies. It is applicable for almost any 
type of voltage testing. It does not interfere with normal current and voltage measurements, 
and indicates the presence and location of sparks and corona. In addition, it is relatively 
insensitive to external disturbances and is not influenced by the test piece capacitance. 
Therefore, it can serve as a valuable adjunct to other methods of discharge detection and 
measurement (Cooper et al. 1984).  
The most challenging issues facing ultrasonic sensors are: 
a. The exact knowledge of the acoustic properties of the substances is necessary for most 

ultrasonic measurements. 
b. Substances under investigation must be acoustically transparent for transmission and 

some reflection techniques. 
c. Ultrasonic measurements are highly disturbed when gas bubbles in liquids are present. 
d. Ultrasonic signals tend to be complicated and need relatively complex signal 

processing. 
e. Only integral information along the entire sound path is delivered. 
f. Increase of the attenuation of sound with frequency. 
It is known that corona and spark breakdowns produce both audible and ultrasonic 
pressure waves in the medium surrounding the discharge. The pressure waves have an 
intensity which is determined by the rate of energy release and the nature of the medium in 
which the discharge occurs. These pressure waves propagate radically outward in all 
directions, and generally contain a wide range of frequency components of up to several 

hundred kilocycles in liquid. In gases, the higher frequencies rapidly are attenuated, leaving 
only vibrations in the audible sound range. However, in liquid and in some solids, the 
attenuation of the higher frequencies is not as severe, and the electric discharges will 
produce pressure variations which have rich ultrasonic components, as well as audible 
sound. 
The ultrasonic partial discharges measurement technique consists of two types, namely the 
contact type and the non-contact type. The contact-type measurement method uses a direct 
contact between the sensor and the equipment measured; for common transformer, the 
ultrasonic sensor was mounted on the wall of transformer to detect the ultrasonic signal and 
corona noise. But for some special transformer, such as epoxy-resin transformer, its coil 
surface relies on epoxy resin to insulate it from the air; it will be more difficult to use the 
contact-type measurement method in the field before the said phenomenon is resolved. The 
non-contact type measurement, although with a less degree of sensitivity than that of the 
contact type, experiences no such shortcoming mentioned above. 
The sound wave’s per-unit area energy and acoustic pressure will decrease as the 
propagation distance increases. Due to the rather weak partial discharges signals, their 
propagation distance is not far in the air and is easily interfered by the environment; hence 
ultrasonic measurement devices must be placed as closely to the measured object as possible. 
We will position the ultrasonic device, at various angles, 1m away from the object to be 
measured. During the measurement, we adopt partial discharges ultrasonic measuring 
devices with measurement frequency ranging from 20 to 100 kHz. To achieve the goal of 
identification of type and magnitude of fault, we design a partial discharges ultrasonic 
signal retrieving and analyzing system to proceed signal analysis; the whole analysis 
flowchart is shown in Figure 7 (Chen et al. 2005). 
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Fig. 7. Ultrasonic measurement flow 
 
Step a. Measuring ultrasonic signals and, after analog–digital conversion, filing them into 

computer and proceeding noise identification. 
Step b. Obtaining the field power-source signal as the reference signal; comparing 

ultrasonic signals with the reference signal to observe the discharges’ sound wave 
characteristics. 

Step c. Using a 60 Hz signal’s angle as the reference, draw partial discharges signals into 
3-D diagrams with the angle, the period, and the magnitude as the coordinates to 
observe partial discharges angles’ characteristics. 
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Step d. Using a 60 Hz signal’s angle as the reference; drawing partial discharges signals 
into polar-coordinate diagrams with the magnitude and the angle as the 
coordinates to observe partial discharges angles’ characteristics. 

Step e. Draw zone-identification patterns and them with basic discharge patterns to 
determine the equipment’s abnormal discharge type. 

 
2.3.2 Sensors for faults generated electromagnetic field distribution 
Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) Measurements 
The sensor factor is defined here as the time-domain relation between magnetic or electric 
field ( )(tH or )(tE ) and the sensor output voltage )(tV (Middelkoop 1991): 
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Where i  is an integration time constant, )(tFh and )(tFe  represent the magnetic and 

electric sensor factors, respectively, HB   and tED  /


.  

The sensor factor characterizes the sensitivity of the sensor to the field. It is the function of 
an equivalent surface or equivalent length of the sensor. For calibration purposes it is 
recommended that sensors with unambiguously calculable equivalent surfaces and lengths 
be used. The dipole antenna to measure the electric field when combined with an integrator 
and the short-circuited loop antenna to measure the magnetic field are suitable sensors. 
Figure 8 (Middelkoop R. 1991) shows a relatively simple closed circular loop (CCL) magnetic 
field sensor for which the sensor factor is calculated. The current that is induced in the 
closed loop by a magnetic field is measured using a current transformer clamped onto the 
loop. It can be shown that the current in the loop equals 

LtAHtI /)()( 0                         (27) 

Where 2)( baA   is the effective area, 0 is the free-space permeability 

( mAsV   /104 7
0  ) and L is the inductance of the loop. If the loop width 2b  is small 

compared to its radius a , 22 ab   and small compared to the wavelength, then 
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The relation between the induced current )(tI  and the magnetic field )(tH  is therefore 
only dependent on the loop dimensions. In practice, however, a time-dependent response 

)(tR  is introduced by the current clamp. The insertion impedance of the clamp causes a 
low-frequency cutoff, commonly designated as “sensor droop.” This droop influences in 
particular the late time response of the field sensor (in practice > 500ns). The effect can be 
corrected if the cutoff frequency is known. The sensor factor becomes 
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A hollow spherical dipole (HSD) sensor that acts as an electric field sensor is shown in 
Figure 9. (Middelkoop R. 1991). In this case one half of the dipole is replaced by a conducting 

plane, so the sensor can be used asymmetrically, e.g., on the bottom plate of a TEM cell. 
The current )(tI is equal to the change in surface charge per unit of time of the sphere as a 
result of a time varying electric field perpendicular to the base plate. It can be shown that 
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Where r is the sphere radius and 0  the free-space permittivity 

( mVsA   /1085.8 12
0 ). 

When the sensor is connected to a resistor R, the output voltage of the sensor is 
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Fig. 8. Closed circular loop (CCL) sensor.  2a = diameter; 2b = loop width. 
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Fig. 9. Hollow spherical dipole (HSD) sensor 
 
The output voltage is related to the time-derivative of the electric field. The sensor factor is 
found to be 
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Step d. Using a 60 Hz signal’s angle as the reference; drawing partial discharges signals 
into polar-coordinate diagrams with the magnitude and the angle as the 
coordinates to observe partial discharges angles’ characteristics. 

Step e. Draw zone-identification patterns and them with basic discharge patterns to 
determine the equipment’s abnormal discharge type. 
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field ( )(tH or )(tE ) and the sensor output voltage )(tV (Middelkoop 1991): 
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and the short-circuited loop antenna to measure the magnetic field are suitable sensors. 
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field sensor for which the sensor factor is calculated. The current that is induced in the 
closed loop by a magnetic field is measured using a current transformer clamped onto the 
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A hollow spherical dipole (HSD) sensor that acts as an electric field sensor is shown in 
Figure 9. (Middelkoop R. 1991). In this case one half of the dipole is replaced by a conducting 

plane, so the sensor can be used asymmetrically, e.g., on the bottom plate of a TEM cell. 
The current )(tI is equal to the change in surface charge per unit of time of the sphere as a 
result of a time varying electric field perpendicular to the base plate. It can be shown that 
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Fig. 8. Closed circular loop (CCL) sensor.  2a = diameter; 2b = loop width. 
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Fig. 9. Hollow spherical dipole (HSD) sensor 
 
The output voltage is related to the time-derivative of the electric field. The sensor factor is 
found to be 
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The sensor factor depends on some constants, the sphere radius r, resistor value R and the 
integration time i . Integration is necessary to relate the output voltage )(tV  to the electric 
field )(tE . This integration can be done by using a passive or active integrating circuit in the 
output signal line of the sensor. Also, a numerical integration is possible. 
 
Electromagnetic (EM) Field Measurement  
The task of EM fields measuring we can find in international EMC standard EN 
61000-4-3,which describes measurement of electric devices immunity against RF fields 
(Dixon and Dutcher 1990). The electromagnetic environment is determined by the strength 
of the electromagnetic field, is not easily measured without sophisticated instrumentation 
nor is it easily calculated by classical equations and formulae because of the effect of 
surrounding structures or the proximity of other equipment that will distort and/or reflect 
electromagnetic waves. Tested equipment is subjected to field strength of 3 V/m or 10 V/m 
with homogeneity –0dB/+6dB from 80 MHz to 1000 MHz. This frequency range is 80% 
amplitude modulated with a 1 kHz sine wave. The signal generator provides the modulated 
frequency at a step rate of 1% of fundamental to the RF amplifier. The RF amplifier provides 
the necessary power to the antenna to establish the field levels as monitored by the field 
probe. The anechoic chamber, where the test is performed, is calibrated according to the 
criteria as per EN 61000-4-3 for 16 points given by geometrical arrangement in Figure 10 
(2006, Bittera et al. 2006). 
 

 
Fig. 10. Geometrical arrangement of measuring points 
 
Then main task is setting the proper value of field strength at the place of tested device; or 
measuring of EM field. Because field strength is monitored by probe without tested device 
at test place result of measurement is influenced only by the presence of the probe, this 
process is not very easy and quality of evaluation depends just on the field probe. 
a. EM field probe 

 
Fig. 11. Measuring resistive dipole(Bittera et al. 2006) 
 
The task of field probe is to transform the electrical field into directly measurable quantity as 
e.g. DC voltage is. The heart of probe is sensor, which is often realized as a dipole with 
travelling wave. This sensor works in an ultra-wide frequency range, it has a sufficient 
sensitivity and its producing is not very difficult. Voltage induced on a dipole is directly 
proportional to strength of incident EM field. This voltage is rectified and transferred via 
resistive wires to electronic interpretation unit (EIU) that is located in a sufficient distance 
from sensor. Scheme of sensor can be seen in Figure 11, to the golden contact we connect 
EIU, it converts signal into digital form and transfers it to the controlling computer. In fact, 
probe consists of three independent sensors due to isotropic properties of the whole probe. 
In term of measurement the field around sensors is interested for us. This field can be 
affected by metal parts of probe as enclosure of EIU or sensors are. 
b. Model of the probe 
It is necessary to know how can be the EM field influenced by presence of the probe during 
the measurement. To solve this problem, we have to design such a model, which can 
represent real behavior of the probe and is also designed regarding to the used method. In 
the case EM field is excited by point source and waves propagate to surroundings and the 
main task is to calculate the strength of EM field, or current distribution on attendant 
structures in analyzed area eventually. Such problem leads integral equation that can be 
described formally 
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The sensor factor depends on some constants, the sphere radius r, resistor value R and the 
integration time i . Integration is necessary to relate the output voltage )(tV  to the electric 
field )(tE . This integration can be done by using a passive or active integrating circuit in the 
output signal line of the sensor. Also, a numerical integration is possible. 
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The task of EM fields measuring we can find in international EMC standard EN 
61000-4-3,which describes measurement of electric devices immunity against RF fields 
(Dixon and Dutcher 1990). The electromagnetic environment is determined by the strength 
of the electromagnetic field, is not easily measured without sophisticated instrumentation 
nor is it easily calculated by classical equations and formulae because of the effect of 
surrounding structures or the proximity of other equipment that will distort and/or reflect 
electromagnetic waves. Tested equipment is subjected to field strength of 3 V/m or 10 V/m 
with homogeneity –0dB/+6dB from 80 MHz to 1000 MHz. This frequency range is 80% 
amplitude modulated with a 1 kHz sine wave. The signal generator provides the modulated 
frequency at a step rate of 1% of fundamental to the RF amplifier. The RF amplifier provides 
the necessary power to the antenna to establish the field levels as monitored by the field 
probe. The anechoic chamber, where the test is performed, is calibrated according to the 
criteria as per EN 61000-4-3 for 16 points given by geometrical arrangement in Figure 10 
(2006, Bittera et al. 2006). 
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measuring of EM field. Because field strength is monitored by probe without tested device 
at test place result of measurement is influenced only by the presence of the probe, this 
process is not very easy and quality of evaluation depends just on the field probe. 
a. EM field probe 

 
Fig. 11. Measuring resistive dipole(Bittera et al. 2006) 
 
The task of field probe is to transform the electrical field into directly measurable quantity as 
e.g. DC voltage is. The heart of probe is sensor, which is often realized as a dipole with 
travelling wave. This sensor works in an ultra-wide frequency range, it has a sufficient 
sensitivity and its producing is not very difficult. Voltage induced on a dipole is directly 
proportional to strength of incident EM field. This voltage is rectified and transferred via 
resistive wires to electronic interpretation unit (EIU) that is located in a sufficient distance 
from sensor. Scheme of sensor can be seen in Figure 11, to the golden contact we connect 
EIU, it converts signal into digital form and transfers it to the controlling computer. In fact, 
probe consists of three independent sensors due to isotropic properties of the whole probe. 
In term of measurement the field around sensors is interested for us. This field can be 
affected by metal parts of probe as enclosure of EIU or sensors are. 
b. Model of the probe 
It is necessary to know how can be the EM field influenced by presence of the probe during 
the measurement. To solve this problem, we have to design such a model, which can 
represent real behavior of the probe and is also designed regarding to the used method. In 
the case EM field is excited by point source and waves propagate to surroundings and the 
main task is to calculate the strength of EM field, or current distribution on attendant 
structures in analyzed area eventually. Such problem leads integral equation that can be 
described formally 
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YXdxdydz                              (33) 

Where Y is source and X unknown function V analyzed area and  is the Hamiltonian 
operator. 
It means that using unknown function X can be solved, which in the case represents EM 
field distribution in V and Y is the feed of EM field source. Solution of the function leads to 
integral equation of first kind, which has not any analytical solution. Hence, we can 
transform it to integral equation of second kind or solve this equation numerically. However 
transformation to the integral equation of second kind is very difficult, complex and just 
approximate, so numerical solution, which is quite accurate, is preferred. One of the most 
popular methods is method of moments that is based on transformation of integral equation 
to system of linear equations – matrix equation and it can be solved easily using computer. 
This principle is used by much commercial software that solves EM problems, e.g. FEKO, 
NEC, etc. 
Method of moment’s principle is based on dividing analyzed structures to the small parts, 
called segments. If one has more segments it means that one needs more long time 
calculation, but has more accurate results. So it is necessary to strike a balance between 
number of segments and calculation accuracy. To get the model of probe all the metal parts 
(case of EIU and sensors) were replaced with segments with properties (dimensions, 
electrical properties) as real probe has (see Figure 12). We consider that probe is situated in 
infinitely large space without any caterers and it is incident by plane wave with linear 
polarization. The distance between sensors and case of EIU can be changed, in case of probe 
the distance is h = 30cm. 

sensors

       

 
Fig. 12. Model of the probe in simulation(Bittera et al. 2006) 
 
Spatial Electromagnetic Field Sensor 
This is made up into a structure in which an electric-current sensor that detects the change 
in the spatial magnetic field due to the electric current passing through the overhead 
transmission/distribution line and that is comprised of a core and coil and a voltage sensor 
that detects by a plate electrode the line voltage capacitance-divided by the spatial charge 
between an electrically charged portion of the overhead transmission/distribution line and 
a plate electrode insulated from the earth, both, are accommodated in a hermetically sealed 
sensor container, such as Figure 13. 

 
Fig. 13. Container of spatial electromagnetic field sensor 
 
A noncontact sensor comprising a container including a container main body having an 
opening portion at one side and an isolative lid member that hermetically seals said opening 
portion of said container main body, and a voltage sensor disposed in said container in the 
way in which a lid member side is opposed to an electrically charged portion of an overhead 
wire line, being insulated from the earth, detecting a voltage that is induced in a plate 
electrode due to a spatial charge between said electrically charged portion and the plate 
electrode within said container, characterized in that said lid member has a structure in 
which a water-repellent layer constructed using a water-repellent resin is provided on the 
whole or a part of its at least exposed surface (Nakamura 2008). 
The above-described "container main body" is a container in which a plate electrode and the 
like are accommodated and shielded so that they are not affected by a surplus magnetic 
field and a surplus electric field. The container main body like this can be made of metal 
such as stainless steel and aluminum. Also, the container may be a resin-made container on 
which an electrically coating material and the like are coated so as to add an effect of 
shielding an electric field, etc. 

 
2.3.3 Sensors for faults generated temperature changing 
Distributed fiber-optic temperature sensors (DTS) were first proposed in the early 1980s and 
have been commercially available since 1987. They are instruments which use an optical 
fiber, both as a temperature sensor and as a means of bringing the information back from 
the sensor to the terminal equipment. 
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Where Y is source and X unknown function V analyzed area and  is the Hamiltonian 
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Because distributed temperature sensors use optical fibers as the sensing and 
communications element, they can be used in electrically noisy environments without any 
problems of interference. The fact that a single fiber is able to replace many thousands of 
thermocouples simplifies wiring considerably and thus allows the technology to be used in 
applications where space, weight or wiring costs preclude traditional point sensors. An 
additional benefit of the technology is that the sensors can be made entirely from dielectric 
materials and in that sense are intrinsically safe(Hartog 1995). 
The operation of distributed temperature sensors is based on the optical time domain 
reflectometry (OTDR) technique, in which a short pulse of light is launched into the fiber 
and the return signal is analyzed. The time from the launching of the pulse can be mapped 
directly into distance along the fiber---in a similar way to the measurement of target range in 
radars. The signal consists of light scattered by the glass in which the interrogating pulse is 
traveling. Some of the wavelength components (in particular the so-called Raman 
anti-Stokes band) in the return signal are temperature-sensitive and these are used to 
determine the temperature along the fiber. In order to separate the temperature variations 
from other factors which also influence the Raman backscatter signal, several referencing 
methods are used, including comparison with other wavelengths which are less sensitive to 
temperature and repeating the measurement, but launching into the opposite end of the 
fiber (the latter then being installed in a loop configuration). In this way, an accuracy of 
+0.3襖 can be achieved. 
The most advanced application for distributed temperature sensing in the power supply 
industry is in the monitoring of high voltage power cables. The capacity of a power 
transmission cable is limited by the increase in core conductor temperature caused by 
resistive heating as the current is increased. The maximum operating temperature is limited 
by degradation mechanisms in the insulation materials used. Traditionally, cables have been 
rated from detailed models which take into account the design of the cable, but also the 
ability of the soil surrounding the cable to dissipate the heat. Thus a cable running through a 
dry soil is less able to dissipate its self-generated heat than one laid in wet conditions. 
The soil conditions are not necessarily known at all points along the cable at all times. 
Moreover, other factors affect the temperature along the cable, such as the proximity of 
other cables or services (e.g. district heating). The presence of these services may not always 
be known at the time when the cable is planned. Of course, it is the temperature of the 
hottest point along the cable which limits its capacity and the location of the hottest point is 
not always known. Energy cables are therefore usually operated below their maximum 
capacity, even at times of peak demand.  
A cable with an optical fiber distributed sensor, either integrated within the cable, or laid in 
physical contact with the sheath can significantly reduce the uncertainty in determining the 
core temperature along the cable. This allows the cable to be operated with confidence at 
loads much closer to the maximum design value. The practical benefits are that knowledge 
of the temperature profile helps the utilities to meet peaks in demand with a smaller number 
of cables. Ultimately, the approach may allow cable sizes to be selected less conservatively, 
with cost savings well in excess of the cost of the monitoring equipment. 
The temperature profile of cables can be measured by temperature sensor. The temperature 
distribution is extremely non-uniform; the peaks in temperature in this case are believed to 
be caused by the cable crossing other underground services. Once their location is known, 
only a few hot spots need be monitored by the operator, although it is possible for the 

relative magnitude of the hot spots to vary according to seasonal variations in the load of 
the cable and of neighboring services, and the distributed nature of the monitoring thus 
remains of value throughout the life of the cable. 

 
3. Fault detection methods 
 

3.1 Fault detection methods with fundamental frequency signals 
 

3.1.1 Faults detection with harmonic current comparison 
A typical ineffectively earthed distribution system is shown in Figure 14. And its zero 
sequence equivalent circuit with single-phase grounding fault is shown as Figure 15. The 
capacitance to earth of the Feeder 1 is 1C , and that of the Feeder n is nC . The Feeder j is the 
faulted feeder. Peterson-coil inductance is nL  and zero sequence voltage of the faulted point 

is fU0
 (Zeng et al. 2007). 
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hottest point along the cable which limits its capacity and the location of the hottest point is 
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core temperature along the cable. This allows the cable to be operated with confidence at 
loads much closer to the maximum design value. The practical benefits are that knowledge 
of the temperature profile helps the utilities to meet peaks in demand with a smaller number 
of cables. Ultimately, the approach may allow cable sizes to be selected less conservatively, 
with cost savings well in excess of the cost of the monitoring equipment. 
The temperature profile of cables can be measured by temperature sensor. The temperature 
distribution is extremely non-uniform; the peaks in temperature in this case are believed to 
be caused by the cable crossing other underground services. Once their location is known, 
only a few hot spots need be monitored by the operator, although it is possible for the 
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the cable and of neighboring services, and the distributed nature of the monitoring thus 
remains of value throughout the life of the cable. 
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A typical ineffectively earthed distribution system is shown in Figure 14. And its zero 
sequence equivalent circuit with single-phase grounding fault is shown as Figure 15. The 
capacitance to earth of the Feeder 1 is 1C , and that of the Feeder n is nC . The Feeder j is the 
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Fig. 15. Zero sequence equivalent circuit of ineffectively earthed distribution system with 
single-phase grounding fault 
 
Grounding faults generate transient signals. They include many different frequency 
harmonic components. The components are produced in the faulted point, flow to the 
source and normal feeders. From Figure 15, 
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Where, olkI is the kth harmonic current of the zero sequence component in the Peterson-coil, 

oikI  is the kth harmonic current of the zero sequence component in the Feeder i , ojkI  is 

the kth harmonic current of the zero sequence component in the faulted feeder ( i =1,2,…,n; 
j=1,2,…,n ).   
The inductive reactance will increase and the capacitive reactance will decrease along with 
the increasing of the harmonic order. Considering the zero sequence current, when the 
power system capacitive current flowing in the normal feeder is much larger than the 

inductive current flowing in the Petersen-coil, as lM
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, the Mth harmonic 

inductive current compensated by the Peterson-coil can thus be ignored. Namely the current 
of the Mth harmonic component in the faulted feeder is almost the sum of the current in 
sound feeders, and the Mth harmonic component direction in the faulted feeder is just 
opposite to that in the sound feeders. The faulted feeder can thus be detected by utilizing 

the Mth harmonic component. The feeder with Mth harmonic current component larger than 
other feeders and direction opposite to other feeders is the faulted feeder.  
The M is often selected as 5, and the fifth harmonic component is often used to detect the 
grounding feeder in China. In practice, power transformer also generators 5th harmonic. It 
sometimes disturbs the 5th harmonic generated by grounding faults and has influenced on 
the fault detection. Moreover, the 5th harmonic current is relation to fault arc and resistance. 
Different type faults have different 5th harmonic, and have different fault detection 
characteristics. So the 5th harmonic current based grounding fault detection has some limits. 

 
3.1.2 Faults detection with signal injection 
A signal current is injected to the grounding fault phase of faulted feeder through bus 
voltage transformer. The signal frequency is between n  and 1n  times the power 
fundamental frequency 50Hz: 
 

50)1(50 0  nfn                          (36) 
 
The signal frequency is set as 225Hz shown as Figure 16 (Zeng et al. 2007). 
 

 
Fig. 16. Frequency character for current 
 
A special designed detector is installed in every feeder to detect the injected signal. In 
normal conditions, the signal magnitude in every feeder is in direct proportion to its 
capacitance to earth. In grounding fault conditions, the signal is flowing to the fault point 
from the signal source, and the signal magnitude in every normal feeder is almost zero. The 
faulted feeder can thus be detected by measuring injected signal magnitude.  
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A signal current is injected to the grounding fault phase of faulted feeder through bus 
voltage transformer. The signal frequency is between n  and 1n  times the power 
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The signal frequency is set as 225Hz shown as Figure 16 (Zeng et al. 2007). 
 

 
Fig. 16. Frequency character for current 
 
A special designed detector is installed in every feeder to detect the injected signal. In 
normal conditions, the signal magnitude in every feeder is in direct proportion to its 
capacitance to earth. In grounding fault conditions, the signal is flowing to the fault point 
from the signal source, and the signal magnitude in every normal feeder is almost zero. The 
faulted feeder can thus be detected by measuring injected signal magnitude.  
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Fig. 17. Signal injection circuit 
 
The fault detection scheme can be described as below. When the distribution system is in 
normal condition, no tested signal is injected to the system, and the signal detector tested 
signal magnitude is zero. When grounding fault occurs, the fault phase voltage A will 
decrease to zero, for example phase A fault, whereas the voltage of the normal phase B and 

phase C will rise up to the line voltage, namely 3 times the phase voltage. The signal 
injector device then inject signal from the phase A secondary of transformer to the power 
system. And the signal current flows to the fault point (shown as Figure 17 and 18); the 
signal in every normal feeder is almost zero. The faulted branch can also be detected by 
tracking the injection signal. 

 
Fig. 18. Injection signal flowing from source to fault point 
 

Feeder 
No. 

Grounding Fault 
Times 

Correct Fault 
Detection Times 

Time Saving for 
Fault Isolation (h) 

1 4 4 2 
2 3 3 1.5 
3 5 5 2.5 
4 6 6 3 
5 7 7 2 
6 9 9 2 
7 1 1 2 
8 3 3 1.3 

10 2 2 2 
11 7 7 2 
12 5 5 2 
13 1 1 1.25 

Table 1. Fault detection results for Sanjiang Substation 
 
The signal injection based fault detection method has been applied in more than 2000 
distribution systems. An operation statistic results in the Sanjiang Substation (Zengchen 
Power Company) is shown as Table 1. All faulted feeder can be detected correctly, and faults 
isolation time can be saved. The signal injection based detection method has some 
advantages: 
a. The injected signal is small, and it only flows into the grounding fault point. It has no 

influence for power system normal operation. 
b. The special signal current detector is installed near each feeder to detect the injected 

signal, it is easy to install. 
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c. When grounding faults occurs, the faulted point can also be determined if the operator 
holds the special signal current detector moveing along the faulted feeder to find the 
point which the injected signal current disappears. 

Whereas, arcing faults is difficult to detect by the method because of the harmonics 
interference caused by earth faults. And high impedance grounding fault is also difficult to 
detect, because the signal is too small to detect in the faulted feeder. 

 
3.1.3 Faults detection with phase current difference 
In three-phase-symmetry systems, grounding faults caused changing currents have been 
analyzed in section 2.1. The difference between three phase changing currents in sound 
feeder is nearly zero. The difference between the healthy and fault phase changing currents 
in fault feeder is very large, equaling to the residual current. And the difference between 
healthy phase changing currents in the fault feeder is also relatively small, almost equaling 
to zero. If the difference is larger than a threshold, grounding fault can be detected in the 
tested feeder.  
The technique of sampled value difference protection has been widely applied in compute 
based protections due to its inherent simplicity and good performance, which uses 
instantaneous sampled values to calculate the difference of currents, and checks whether 
samples satisfy the operating criterion or not. The number of satisfied samples in a system 
frequency cycle is larger than a threshold, fault can be detected (Wang et al. 2007, Wang et al. 
2006). 
The difference protection is implemented with different phase sampling values comparing. 
The operation criterion is: 

01 )()( drd ikiKki                         (37) 
Where 1K is restraint coefficient, k is sampling number, 0di is pickup current, )(kir  is 
instantaneous current, and )(kid  is instantaneous difference current which can be 
calculated by: 

))()(,)()(,)()(max()( kikikikikikiki ACCBBAd         (38) 
 
Under normal conditions, the difference between healthy phase changing currents would be 
equal to zero. Considering the influence of measuring error, it would be a small value. In 
order to limit the influence, 0di  can be obtained by: 
 

)()(0 kikii CBd                         (39) 
 
In order to improve the protection precision, the sampling rate of the protection is set as 32 
samples per cycle. Taking the half cycle for example, set R=16. During a period after the 
fault, instantaneous difference current ( )(kid ) is calculated by (38). When )(kid is satisfied 
operation criterion (37), grounding fault can be detected in the protected feeder. Namely, if 
there are S samples satisfying (37) during the continuous R sample’s judgments in half 
system frequency cycle after fault inception, the protection would operate. As long as the 
number of the (37) satisfied sampling number is less than S, the protection would not 
mal-operate.  

 
Fig. 19. Prototype of FTU 
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Fig. 20. Principle of FTU hardware frame 
 
The protection scheme only utilizes the measured voltages and currents in the protected 
unit, and does not need the parameters of the distribution system or other unit. It can be 
implemented on feeder terminal units (FTU) with three-phase voltages and three-phase 
currents sampling in the distribution automation systems. The FTU prototype (shown as in 
Figure 19) has been developed. It uses with DSP TMS320F206, and its hardware frame is 
showed as Figure 20 (Zeng et al. 2008). 
The phase current difference based detection method has been tested in laboratory. High 
impedance faults and arcing faults can be detected with high precision. Not enough phase 
current difference based fault detectors have applied in power system. 

 
3.2 Fault detection methods with transient signals 
When a fault occurs on a transmission line, the voltage at the point of fault suddenly 
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c. When grounding faults occurs, the faulted point can also be determined if the operator 
holds the special signal current detector moveing along the faulted feeder to find the 
point which the injected signal current disappears. 

Whereas, arcing faults is difficult to detect by the method because of the harmonics 
interference caused by earth faults. And high impedance grounding fault is also difficult to 
detect, because the signal is too small to detect in the faulted feeder. 
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in fault feeder is very large, equaling to the residual current. And the difference between 
healthy phase changing currents in the fault feeder is also relatively small, almost equaling 
to zero. If the difference is larger than a threshold, grounding fault can be detected in the 
tested feeder.  
The technique of sampled value difference protection has been widely applied in compute 
based protections due to its inherent simplicity and good performance, which uses 
instantaneous sampled values to calculate the difference of currents, and checks whether 
samples satisfy the operating criterion or not. The number of satisfied samples in a system 
frequency cycle is larger than a threshold, fault can be detected (Wang et al. 2007, Wang et al. 
2006). 
The difference protection is implemented with different phase sampling values comparing. 
The operation criterion is: 
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order to limit the influence, 0di  can be obtained by: 
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In order to improve the protection precision, the sampling rate of the protection is set as 32 
samples per cycle. Taking the half cycle for example, set R=16. During a period after the 
fault, instantaneous difference current ( )(kid ) is calculated by (38). When )(kid is satisfied 
operation criterion (37), grounding fault can be detected in the protected feeder. Namely, if 
there are S samples satisfying (37) during the continuous R sample’s judgments in half 
system frequency cycle after fault inception, the protection would operate. As long as the 
number of the (37) satisfied sampling number is less than S, the protection would not 
mal-operate.  
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The protection scheme only utilizes the measured voltages and currents in the protected 
unit, and does not need the parameters of the distribution system or other unit. It can be 
implemented on feeder terminal units (FTU) with three-phase voltages and three-phase 
currents sampling in the distribution automation systems. The FTU prototype (shown as in 
Figure 19) has been developed. It uses with DSP TMS320F206, and its hardware frame is 
showed as Figure 20 (Zeng et al. 2008). 
The phase current difference based detection method has been tested in laboratory. High 
impedance faults and arcing faults can be detected with high precision. Not enough phase 
current difference based fault detectors have applied in power system. 

 
3.2 Fault detection methods with transient signals 
When a fault occurs on a transmission line, the voltage at the point of fault suddenly 
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reduces to a low value. This sudden change causes a high frequency transient that 
propagates away from the fault point in both directions along the line at a velocity almost 
equal to the speed of light. The high frequency transient is called traveling waves which can 
be used for fault point detection. When the initial traveling wave reaches an impedance 
discontinuity, such as a substation, a part of the wave is reflected back along the line 
towards the fault. The remainder is transmitted through the substation into the network. 
These traveling waves continue to be divided into reflected and transmitted waves and their 
amplitude attenuates with time until finally a new equilibrium is reached. 
 

 
Fig. 21. Transport network of traveling wave in transmission line 
 
Supposing that the fault occurs at f, the transport network is shown in Figure 21 (Zeng.
2000). The initial traveling wave propagates away from the fault in both directions along the 
line, and produces refraction and reflection at point of m, n and p. fnfm UU ,  are the initial 

traveling wave from fault point f; fnfm UU  ,  are reflection traveling wave at point m, n; 

fmU   is refraction traveling wave at point m (the refraction traveling waves from point p 

and n are not signed in Figure 21). 
Taking point m as an example, reflection coefficient m  and refraction coefficient m can 
be expressed as follows: 
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Where, 1Z  is equivalent wave impedance of non-fault line which is directed connected 
with bus m, mZ  is equivalent wave impedance of fault line, generally valued for 300. 

 
3.3 Fault detection methods based on information fusion or AI technology 
Different fault detection methods usually operate using different fault information. They 
have different applications with different degrees of precision and robustness. In practical 
operation, a single ground fault protection scheme has poor precision in ground fault 
detection. If all kinds of fault information can be integrated and fused, the effect of the 
disturbing signal can be reduced, inherent limitation of the single protection scheme can be 
eliminated and the precision and robustness of fault detection can be improved . 
Information fusion or AI technology is an intelligent information processing method, and it is 

the process of combining data to refine state estimates and predications. The purpose of 
information fusion is to produce information from different sources in order to support the 
decision-making process (Bossé et al. 2006).  

 
3.3.1 Fault detection methods based on Neural Networks 
Neural networks (NN), which are parallel distributed information processing units with 
different connection structures and processing mechanism, are particularly suitable to link 
the different variables of a power system where the relationship between the independent 
and the dependent variables are not easily quantifiable. Neural networks are robust to input 
and system noises, have learning capabilities, and can perform in real time (Lippmann 1987). 
Indeed, neural networks can be viewed as nonlinear adaptive system identification units, 
which rely on pattern recognition for the identification procedure (Widrow and Winter 
1988). 
The NN structures used in the fault detection are of the multilayer perceptron type, trained 
using the backpropagation algorithm. The basic philosophy of neural networks learning 
procedure is presented in Figure 22, where the weights are updated based on the error 
generated through the comparison of neural output and the target output. The typical single 
layer net is shown in Figure 23. The input vectors are selected variables derived from the 
transducer signals.  

 
Fig. 22. Neural Networks philosophy(Awais 2003) 
 
Training a network by backpropagation involves three stages:  
a. The feedforward of the input training pattern 
b. The back propagation of the associated error  
c. The adjustment of the weights  
During the learning process, the NN weights are adapted in order to create the desired 
output vectors. For learning process, the symptom-fault map is required. There is also the 
possibility of a hybrid learning process, simulated data for healthy and faulty machines. In 
this way, the NN can learn the health condition (Awais 2003).  
The time domain signals both in healthy and faulty machines are passed through the low 
pass filter. Then the time domain signal is changed to frequency domain by fast Fourier 
transform (FFT). The magnitude from FFT is used as input vector for training the NN which 
defines the target as healthy or faulty. After training NN, we have the weight and bias for 
using to detect the faulty machine. 
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Fig. 23. A single-layer neural net  
 
The dynamics of the system with out faults is represented by (Sreedhar et al. 1995): 

),( uxBuAxx                             (42) 
The dynamics of the system due to the occurrence of the fault is represented by  

     ),(),( uxuxBuAxx                             (43) 
Considering a sigmoid neural network whose input–output characteristics are described by: 

)ˆ;,,(ˆ  qqy                                    (44) 

Where nnnqq ),,(   is the input to the network, ny    is the output of the 

network and p̂  represents the adjustable weights of the network. Let the weights 

0̂)0(ˆ    of the selected neural network be initialized such that  

,0)ˆ;,,(ˆ 0  qq    ,,qq                              (45) 
corresponding to the no-failure situation. Note that this can be achieved simply by initializing 
the output weights of the network to zero(Vemuri et al. 1998). 
Artificial neural networks have been widely used partly because of their multi-input parallel 
processing capabilities, which are most suitable for real time applications. A large number of 
input variables can be simultaneously fed to a multi-input neural network. Despite the 
increase in the number of input nodes, the computation time of the network remains the 
same because neural nets perform parallel processing. Thus, increasing the number of input 
nodes does not affect the neural network processing speed. Besides, increasing the number of 
inputs nodes increases the robustness of the neural networks with respect to measurement 
noise. Moreover, once designed, the internal structure of artificial neural networks can be 
easily changed, if modifications or additions need to be made. The network can be updated, 
without much difficulty, by merely retraining it a few times more after the network structure 
is modified (Chow and Yee 1991). 
 
 
3.3.2 Fault detection methods based on Fuzzy Algorithm 
The output result of the single ground fault protective relay is either fault or no fault. If 1 is 

applied to represent fault, and 0 is applied to represent no fault, the output value of the 
ground fault protection can be chosen from the data collection {0, 1}. The principle of fuzzy 
ground fault protection is described as following. The subjection degree of element to data 
collection is extended to choose any value from data section [0, 1], comparing to choosing 
from data collection {0, 1} formerly. Output uncertainty of different ground fault protective 
relays can be expressed by the subjection function. And the faulted feeder can be identified 
by clarifying the fuzzy results. 
The subjection degree function i  of an arbitrary ground fault protective relay i can be 
selected according to practical instance, such as normal function, trigonometric function, 
trapezoid function, S function and break-line function etc. As shown in Figure 24, the 
break-line subjection degree function is selected, where S is the tripping threshold of the 
general ground fault protective relay, SL is the possible lower limit of tripping threshold in 
the case of fault, SH is the possible upper limit of tripping threshold in the case of non-fault. 
Because the result of a single fault protection scheme isn’t reliable in the section [SL, SH], this 
section is defined as fuzzy section. The possibility of fault in this section can be described by 
fuzzy subjection degree. 
 

  
Fig. 24. Subjection degree function of a grounding protection action(Zeng et al.2004) 
 
There are many methods for calculating fuzzy information fusion, which usually adopt 
additional calculations considering the characteristics of ground faults.  The gross 
reliability of fault decision-making can be expressed as the sum of products of different 
subjection degree and fuzzy reliability coefficients. For example, the fuzzy reliability 
coefficient of the ground fault protective relay i  is iK  according to expert experience. It’s 
value domain is from zero to one. By addition calculation, the information fusion output of 
total ground fault protective relays is 





n

i
iiKY

1

  (46) 

The clarifying process of fuzzy reliability degree is converting fuzzy reliablity degree into 
practical output judgement (fault or no fault) according to fuzzy principle. For example, 
when Y0.5, there is fault happening in this distribution line; when Y<0.5, there is no fault 
happening in this distribution line. 
The scheme for information fusion is shown as Figure 25. 
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Fig. 23. A single-layer neural net  
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There are many methods for calculating fuzzy information fusion, which usually adopt 
additional calculations considering the characteristics of ground faults.  The gross 
reliability of fault decision-making can be expressed as the sum of products of different 
subjection degree and fuzzy reliability coefficients. For example, the fuzzy reliability 
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The clarifying process of fuzzy reliability degree is converting fuzzy reliablity degree into 
practical output judgement (fault or no fault) according to fuzzy principle. For example, 
when Y0.5, there is fault happening in this distribution line; when Y<0.5, there is no fault 
happening in this distribution line. 
The scheme for information fusion is shown as Figure 25. 
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Fig. 25. Schemes of fuzzy grounding fault detecting(Zeng et al.2004) 

 
3.3.3 Fault detection methods based on Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic algorithms (GA) are probabilistic search techniques inspired by the “survival of the 
fittest” principle of the neo-Darwinian theory of natural evolution, and by the mechanisms 
of natural genetics. This algorithm looks for the fittest individual from a set of candidate 
solutions called population. Basic operations are selection, reproduction, crossover and 
mutation. Parent selection gives a higher probability of reproduction to the fittest 
individuals. During crossover some reproduced individuals cross and exchange their 
genetic characteristics. Mutations may occur in a small percentage and cause a random 
variation in the genetic material, thus contributing to introduce variety in the population. 
Fitness function of each individual is changed by crossover and mutation operators. The 
selection operator decides whether an individual survives in next generation or not. 
Roulette wheel and tournament selection are two common selection methods. The steps of 
genetic algorithm are depicted in Figure 26 (Amaral et al. 2007, Aydin et al. 2008).  
 

 
Fig. 26. Steps of Genetic algorithm 
 
In every generation, a new set of artificial creatures P(t) is randomly generated using bits 

and pieces of the fittest members of the previous generation P(t-1). The process is repeated 
until the last generation P(t) does not satisfy the application requirements. A simplified 
sketch of the algorithm is shown in Figure 27 (Betta et al. 1996, Betta et al. 1998). 
 

 
Fig. 27. Sketch of the Simple Genetic Algorithm 
 
For the robust 1  optimization problem the chromosome is constructed by formulating 
matrices eA , W, P, H and N into a single vector Θ such that 
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The search region is then defined by establishing upper and lower limits   and   such 
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If the stability criterion is not satisfied, a penalty is added to the cost such that 
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where i , i (1, 2, . . . , m + 2n) are the eigenvalues of the augmented system Aa (Curry et al. 
2001, Curry and Collins Jr 2005).  

 
4. Application of fault detection methods 
 

4.1 Fault detection application in power system online monitoring 
Many mining power systems utilize ineffectively grounded sources to restrict the residual 
current of single-phase earth fault in order to reduce outage and shock hazard. In practice, 
with the system expansion, topology changing and insulation aging, the potential residual 
current and zero sequence voltage for earth fault vary dynamically and some arcing earth 
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2001, Curry and Collins Jr 2005).  

 
4. Application of fault detection methods 
 

4.1 Fault detection application in power system online monitoring 
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current of single-phase earth fault in order to reduce outage and shock hazard. In practice, 
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faults can easily cause over-voltage and induce multiple faults. In order to improve the 
system safety, on-site condition monitoring, safety evaluation for earth fault are proposed in 
this section.  
System states can be classified into normal secure state, alert state, incipient fault state and 
fault state. In alert state and incipient fault state, some preventive actions need to be carried 
out. But in fault state, the faulty feeder section needs to be isolated. 
Normal secure state 
No fault exists in industry power system. Even if earth fault occurs, no high overvoltage and 
no large residual current will be caused, and arcing fault will be self extinguished. 
Alert state 
No fault exists in industry power system. But the neutral point-earth-impedance does not 
match to the system capacitance to earth. If earth fault occurs, the residual current or zero 
sequence voltage will be very high, so that some arcing fault will easily induce multiple 
faults. In order to improve it, neutral-point-earth-impedance adjustment (e.g. Petersen-coil 
tuning) is required. 
Incipient fault state 
Some very high impedance earth fault exists because of insulation aging, and so on. 
Although it does not cause overvoltage and affect system normal operation directly, it can 
create personnel and equipment safety problems, and has an adverse environmental impact. 
So some preventive actions need to be carried out. 
Fault state 
Earth fault occurs. It causes overvoltage and affects system normal operation directly. The 
faulty feeder section is required to be isolated as soon as possible. 
Based on the above indexes, insulation intensity (dissipation factor), potential over-voltage 
and potential fault residual current, and the safety for earth fault in ineffectively earthed 
systems can be evaluated. When the safety indexes are over their threshold, an alarm will be 
given to the operator to change the system operation methods or carryout preventive 
maintenance. As shown in Figure 28, many parameters are measured online in normal 
mining power systems. When zero sequence voltage ( 0U ) is larger than its high threshold 
( 10setU ) which is often set as 30% phU , earth fault occurs. The fault feeder section can be 
detected by over-current protection with the injection current. 
If a feeder’s signal current (e.g. feeder k) is bigger than its threshold ( sksetI ),  

sksetsk II                                       (50) 
this feeder is detected as the earth fault feeder. 
The fault can be isolated automatically with distribution automation equipment. It works as 
one of remedial actions. 

 
Fig. 28. On-site safety evaluation and security enhancement scheme (Zeng et al.2003) 
 
If no fault existing, incipient fault will be tested. When zero sequence voltage ( 0U ) is larger 
than its low threshold ( 20setU ) which is often set as 10% phU , or the total dissipation factor is 

larger than its threshold ( settan ) which is often set as 8%, incipient fault is detected. The 
feeder, whose dissipation factor is bigger than its threshold, is the high impedance earth 
fault feeder. An alarm is sent to the operator to maintain this incipient fault feeder. 
If no fault and incipient fault existing, potential hazards will be evaluated. Supposed that 
some kind of earth fault occurs, it is assessed whether or not the potential residual current 
and overvoltage are out of their limits. In addition, resonance deviation in resonance 
earthed system is measured on-line. If some potential hazards for earth fault exist or 
resonance deviation is out of its limit, an alarm will be given to the operator to adjust 
neutral-point-earth-impedance. Some preventive action is usually carried out, such as: 
changing neutral unearthed or high resistance earthed to Petersen-coil earthed, Petersen-coil 
tuning, etc (Srivani and Vittal 2008). 

 
4.2 Fault detection application in Power system condition-based maintenance 
Condition-based maintenance (CBM) aims to detect latent failures on a basis of processing 
huge amount of information and then take actions to remove them (Liu et al. 2006). The 
main idea of CBM is to monitor the health of critical machine components and system 
almost continuously during operation and maintenance actions based on the assessed 
condition. If done correctly, CBM has the benefits such as reducing catastrophic failures, 
minimizing maintenance and logistical cost, maximizing system security and availability 
and improving reliability. 
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Condition-based maintenance (CBM) aims to detect latent failures on a basis of processing 
huge amount of information and then take actions to remove them (Liu et al. 2006). The 
main idea of CBM is to monitor the health of critical machine components and system 
almost continuously during operation and maintenance actions based on the assessed 
condition. If done correctly, CBM has the benefits such as reducing catastrophic failures, 
minimizing maintenance and logistical cost, maximizing system security and availability 
and improving reliability. 
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A CBM system usually has four major functional modules, namely feature extraction, 
diagnostics, prognostics and decision support. Figure 29 illustrates the relationship between 
these modules (Zhang et al. 2007). 
 

 
Fig. 29. Functional modules of CBM system 
 
Fault prognostics is the process to project the current health state of equipment into the 
future taking into account estimates of future usage profiles, thus estimates the remaining 
useful life (RUL) of machine. The existing prognostic methods can generally be classified as 
two major categories, namely model based and data driven approaches. Compared to model 
based approaches, data driven ones do not need the prior knowledge (physical model or 
domain expert experiences) about system fault condition, thus makes it an effective 
approach in practical applications. The data-driven approaches are based upon statistical 
and learning techniques from the theory of pattern recognition. 

 
Fig. 30. condition based diagnosis and maintenance methodology  
 
A procedure for diagnosis and condition based maintenance for power transformers is 
presented in (Setayeshmehr et al. 2004). The condition based diagnosis process uses some of 
the current diagnosis methods (e.g. Oil test, DGA, PD, etc.) to determine the condition of the 
transformer. The condition based diagnosis and maintenance methodology is shown in 
Figure 30 (Setayeshmehr et al. 2004). 
Reference (Zhang, Li, Yu and Gao 2007) presents a fault prognostic algorithm based on a 
generic wavelet neural networks (WNN) architecture whose training process is based on 
genetic algorithm. The paper used MIMO WNN to conduct modeling task. The structure of 
wavelet neural networks is shown in Figure 31. 
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Fig. 31. Structure of wavelet neural networks 
 
A MIMO WNN can be written as: 
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The proposed WNN is employed to learn the input-output relationship using the GA. The 
training process of WNN includes following 8 procedures: 
a. Representation 
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b. Fitness definition 
c. Population initialization 
d. Fitness evaluation 
e. Selection 
f. Crossover 
g. Mutation 
h. Stopping criteria 

 
4.3 Fault detection application in transformer protection 
Power transformers are important devices in an electrical energy system for supplying 
electricity. In order to obtain a high reliability level from an operation of the power 
transformer, a precise protection scheme is required. Generally, the transformers can be 
protected by overcurrent relays, pressure relays and differential relays depending on 
purposes. For differential protection, the differential current, which is generated by a 
comparison between the primary current and the secondary current detected via current 
transformers, is required. The differential protection is aimed at detecting internal faults in 
transformer windings. In a normal operation or in a fault condition due to the external short 
circuits, the differential current is relatively small, and the differential relay should not 
function. However, there are some factors that can cause a needless operation of the 
differential protection. To avoid the malfunction, the discrimination between internal faults, 
magnetizing inrush current and external short circuit current is required (Ngaopitakkul et al. 
2005). 
 
4.3.1 The method using short time Fourier transforms 
A novel approach using the short-time Fourier transform (time frequency analysis tools) for 
fault detection during impulse testing of power transformers is described in (Al-Ammar et 
al. 2008). The neutral and/or capacitive transferred currents which are recorded during an 
impulse test can be directly analyzed with this approach. The primary objective of 
time-frequency analysis is to be able to define a function that will describe the energy 
density of a signal simultaneously in time and frequency, and is commonly used in 
applications to speech, sonar and acoustic signals. Among the few tools, STFT happens to be 
very common and popular, because the concept behind it is simple yet powerful. The basic 
idea of STFT is to slice up the signal into suitable overlapping time segments (using 
windowing methods) and then to Fourier analyse each slice to ascertain the frequencies 
contained in it. The accumulation of such spectra indicates how the spectrum is varying in 
time and is called the spectrogram. It is assumed that frequency information is associated 
with the time index in the middle of each slice of windowed data. STFT of a continuous-time 
signal )(tx is defined as: 

 detwxtSTFT j
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where )(tw is the window function and )(tx is the signal to be transformed. ),( tSTFT is 
a complex function representing the phase and magnitude of the signal over time and 

frequency. The window )(tw is slid along the time domain to establish ),( tSTFT . In order 

to estimate the “local” frequency contents at time , the signal )(tx has to be isolated in the 
vicinity of time t , and then perform a FFT analysis. 
 
4.3.2 The method using wavelet transforms 
Signal processing using wavelet theory has emerged as a powerful tool over the past ten 
years and has led to significant developments in data analysis, data compression, image and 
speech processing, multi-resolution analysis etc. The WT like the Fourier transform 
decomposes a given signal into its frequency components, but differs in providing a 
non-uniform division of the frequency domain. In addition, unlike the Fourier transform 
which gives a global representation of the signal, WT provides a local representation in both 
time and frequency. These results from the fact that the analyzing basis functions in the case 
of the Fourier transform (namely sines and cosines) extend over infinite time, whereas they 
are compactly supported functions in the case of WT, thus giving them the localization 
property. This property greatly facilitates analysis of non-stationary signals, transient 
detection etc. A mathematical definition of WT follows (Satish 1998):  
Let )(tx  denote a continuous-time finite energy signal, then WT of )(tx  is defined as: 
 

dttgtxbaWT ba )()(),( ),(
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where                         
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is called the base function or mother wavelet. a , b  (real, 0a ) are the dilation and 
translation parameters, respectively. A restriction on the choice of )(tg  is that it must have 
a zero average value and be of short duration, which, mathematically, is called the 
admissibility condition on )(tg . Daubechies’ wavelet, Morlet wavelet and Harr wavelet are 
some examples of popularly used functions for )(tg . 

 
4.4 Fault detection application in generator protection of Multi-Generator-System 
So far the most common generator fault style is stator winding single-phase ground fault, 
which brings about inter-phase failures and inter-turn faults easily. If the stator ground fault 
cannot be detected and isolated duly, this fault brings about overheating in the fault point 
and burns down the stator stick and iron core. So the stator ground fault has very bad 
influences on the generator normal operating, and we need highly accurate and reliable 
protection of stator single-phase ground fault to ensure the generator operates safely and 
reliably. Small or medium power generation systems are Multi-Generator-System (MGS) 
with more than one generator directly connecting to a bus and operating in parallel 
commonly. If stator ground fault happened in one of the generators operating in parallel, 
the generator which have happened single-phase ground fault should be detected and 
isolated by generator protective relay.  
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4.4.1 The method based on the grounding leakage current 
The scheme utilizing the grounding leakage current of the fundamental component and the 
third harmonic fault components can detect HIGF. And the faulted generator can be 
detected and located by comparing the difference of leakage current of the fundamental 
component and third harmonic fault components between generator neutral and terminal 
side of each phase. 
The features of grounding leakage current can be summarized as follow: 
a. In the faulted generator, the differences of the leakage current variations between the 

sound and faulted phases are almost equal to the residual current. On the other hand, 
the differences of the leakage current variations between sound phases are is almost 
equal to zero. 

b. In the healthy generator, the differences of the leakage current variations between any 
two phases are also zero under ideal condition.  

Hence, protection against generator stator ground fault can be carried out through 
comparing the differences of leaking current variations. A difference larger than a threshold 
would indicate the presence of a ground fault. 
The operation criterion is: 

    0drd IKII                             (55) 
Where, K  is the restraint coefficient, 0dI is the pickup current, rI represents restraining 
current, dI represents the maximum of the difference of the grounding leakage current 
between phases and it can be calculated: 

    ),,max( CABCABd IIII                          (56) 
Under normal conditions, the differences of the grounding leakage current between healthy 
phases would equal to zero. Considering the influences of the measuring error, the 
differences of the grounding leakage current between healthy phases would be a small 
value. The setting value of 0dI  can be set to the minimum of the differential current 

between phases which can stands aside, namely BCI . If single-phase earthed fault happen 

in phase A, 0dI  can be obtained by: 

BCCBd ikikiI  )()(0                     (57)  
The restraining current rI can be set to the minimum of the grounding leakage current of 
three phases, namely the single-phase ground leakage capacitive current. 

313),,min( UCIIII CBAr                    (58) 
The generator ground fault current equals the vector sum of the each generator grounding 
leakage current, the grounding current flowing through the Peterson-coil or resistance of the 
generator neutral side, and the capacitive current of the external facilities such as external 
transformers. The restraint coefficient K  can be determined based on the neutral grounding 
modes, compensation factor, and the number of generators operating in parallel. The 
influence of the Peterson-coil to the third harmonic current is very small. If there are 2 
generators operating in parallel, the restraint coefficient K can be set to 1. If there are 3 
generators operating in parallel, the restraint coefficient K can be set to 1.5. If there are 4 
generators operating in parallel, the restraint coefficient K can be set to 1.8.  
Only the grounding leakage current of the fundamental component and third harmonic 

component on the neutral and terminal sides of each phase of the generator stator need be 
measured by the protection scheme. All kinds of single-phase ground fault can be detected 
with high reliability by the scheme. The scheme has high sensitivity and robustness (Xia et 
al. 2007). 

 
4.4.2 The method based on the fault resistance measurement 
The faulted generator can be detected with the differences of the leakage current. If the 
difference is larger than a pre-set threshold value, the generator is considered to have a 
ground fault. Unfortunately, the threshold is difficult to set. In order to improve its 
performance, a fault-resistance based protection scheme is proposed as follows. 
The fault resistance can be calculated from fault voltage and fault current: 
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To implement the fault-resistant based protection scheme, three phase calculated resistances 
are defined as:  
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The generator calculated resistance is defined as: 
),,min( dCdBdAd RRRR                              (63) 

With these definitions, three phase calculated resistances of the faulted generator are: 
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So, the calculated resistance in the faulted generator is: 
fdCdBdAd RRRRR  ),,min( 1111                        (67) 

The calculated resistance in the normal generator is: 
 ),,min( 2222 dCdBdAd RRRR                       (68) 

If the calculated resistance is less than its threshold setR , ground fault is deemed to have 
occurred in the generator stator winding. 
To improve protection reliability, two protection criteria are applied. One criterion is low 
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component on the neutral and terminal sides of each phase of the generator stator need be 
measured by the protection scheme. All kinds of single-phase ground fault can be detected 
with high reliability by the scheme. The scheme has high sensitivity and robustness (Xia et 
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So, the calculated resistance in the faulted generator is: 
fdCdBdAd RRRRR  ),,min( 1111                        (67) 

The calculated resistance in the normal generator is: 
 ),,min( 2222 dCdBdAd RRRR                       (68) 

If the calculated resistance is less than its threshold setR , ground fault is deemed to have 
occurred in the generator stator winding. 
To improve protection reliability, two protection criteria are applied. One criterion is low 
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resistance protection, presented as above. If the calculated resistance is less than its 
threshold setR , ground fault is deemed to have occurred in the generator stator winding. 
The threshold setR is usually set from 1k to 8k. The larger the generator capacity, the 
higher is threshold setting. The other protection criterion is through resistance comparing: 
the generator in the MGS which has the lowest calculated resistance is the faulted unit. 
The protection scheme is shown in Figure 32. It has the following steps: 
a. The generator stator currents are monitored in the neutral and on the terminal sides in 

real time. The neutral point voltage is also monitored. The parameters are sampled by 
A/D converters. 

b. If the zero sequence voltage is larger than its threshold, ground fault is detected, and 
the above proposed ground fault protection is initiated. 

c. The faulted generator is the unit with its calculated resistance values less than its 
threshold setR , or with the lowest calculated resistance among the units in the MGS. 

d. The signal identifying the unit with the ground fault is sent to operator and the faulted 
generator is tripped.  

 

 
Fig. 32. Resistance protection scheme 

 
4.5 Fault detection application in line protection 
Grounding faults generate voltage and current traveling wave. They spread from the fault 
point to power station, and then to other sound feeders. The transmission procedure can be 
described as Figure 33. The traveling wave will fade down during spreading abroad. 

 
Fig. 33. Fault line selection based on traveling wave current 
 
The reflecting occurs at the point (bus for the example) where impedance does not match. 
The traveling wave flows in the fault line is the strongest, which is the superposition of the 
initial inverted traveling wave ( btwi ) and forward traveling wave ( ftwi ) whose direction 
change after reflecting. Whereas the traveling wave in the sound lines is the refraction 
component of the traveling wave at the fault point and fault lines. So the traveling wave in 
the sound lines is very small, and its polarity is just reverse to the traveling wave in the fault 
line.  
The traveling wave caused by fault can be detected in each feeder, and the traveling wave in 
the fault feeder is the largest one. The polarity of traveling wave in the fault feeder is just 
opposite to the polarity of traveling wave in sound feeders. The fault feeder can thus be 
detected by comparing the magnitude and polarity of traveling wave caused by distribution 
system faults in all feeders. The zero sequence components are often used. 
 

 
Fig. 34. Traveling wave detection device 
 
In order to detect the faults generated traveling wave, two types of traveling wave sensors 
are developed. They are current traveling wave sensor and voltage traveling wave sensor. 
The current sensor is a coil with magnetic ring iron core (as shown in Figure 34). A transient 
voltage suppressor (TVS) and a resistance divider are connected to the output of the coil. 
The output voltage is controlled to be under 50V. The sensor suppresses power-frequency 
signals and amplifies high-frequency signals above 10 kHz. It is installed at the grounded 
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resistance protection, presented as above. If the calculated resistance is less than its 
threshold setR , ground fault is deemed to have occurred in the generator stator winding. 
The threshold setR is usually set from 1k to 8k. The larger the generator capacity, the 
higher is threshold setting. The other protection criterion is through resistance comparing: 
the generator in the MGS which has the lowest calculated resistance is the faulted unit. 
The protection scheme is shown in Figure 32. It has the following steps: 
a. The generator stator currents are monitored in the neutral and on the terminal sides in 

real time. The neutral point voltage is also monitored. The parameters are sampled by 
A/D converters. 

b. If the zero sequence voltage is larger than its threshold, ground fault is detected, and 
the above proposed ground fault protection is initiated. 

c. The faulted generator is the unit with its calculated resistance values less than its 
threshold setR , or with the lowest calculated resistance among the units in the MGS. 

d. The signal identifying the unit with the ground fault is sent to operator and the faulted 
generator is tripped.  
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initial inverted traveling wave ( btwi ) and forward traveling wave ( ftwi ) whose direction 
change after reflecting. Whereas the traveling wave in the sound lines is the refraction 
component of the traveling wave at the fault point and fault lines. So the traveling wave in 
the sound lines is very small, and its polarity is just reverse to the traveling wave in the fault 
line.  
The traveling wave caused by fault can be detected in each feeder, and the traveling wave in 
the fault feeder is the largest one. The polarity of traveling wave in the fault feeder is just 
opposite to the polarity of traveling wave in sound feeders. The fault feeder can thus be 
detected by comparing the magnitude and polarity of traveling wave caused by distribution 
system faults in all feeders. The zero sequence components are often used. 
 

 
Fig. 34. Traveling wave detection device 
 
In order to detect the faults generated traveling wave, two types of traveling wave sensors 
are developed. They are current traveling wave sensor and voltage traveling wave sensor. 
The current sensor is a coil with magnetic ring iron core (as shown in Figure 34). A transient 
voltage suppressor (TVS) and a resistance divider are connected to the output of the coil. 
The output voltage is controlled to be under 50V. The sensor suppresses power-frequency 
signals and amplifies high-frequency signals above 10 kHz. It is installed at the grounded 
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line of capacitive equipment (such as CVT, transformer bushing, wall bushing) to capture 
the current traveling-waves flowing from the equipment to earth, and the grounded line is 
passing through the core. This installation does not influence the normal operation of the 
power system.  
The traveling wave based detection method has been tested in laboratory. High impedance 
faults and arcing faults can be detected with high precision. Not enough traveling wave 
based fault detectors have applied in power system.  

 
4.6 Fault detection application in ineffectively earthed distribution systems 
Reliability and safety are always the two important aspects in the design and operation of 
industry power systems. Unscheduled outage can create personnel and equipment safety 
problems, have an adverse environmental impact, and can result in substantial economic 
losses. Ineffectively earthed systems can limit earth fault current and operate indefinitely 
with an earth fault on one phase, eliminating the need for an immediate shutdown. Thus 
many industrial power systems have been operated with floating neutral or high resistance 
earthed neutral. 
The earth fault current in ineffectively earthed systems is usually not more than ten amperes. 
It is difficult to detect ground faults and isolate the faulted feeder. In order to improve them, 
some feeder terminal unit (FTU) based ground fault protectors are developed as follow: 

 
4.6.1 Zero sequence overcurrent protection 
Figure 35 shows zero sequence current based earth fault detectors (EFD) installed in a small 
distribution system.  

 
Fig. 35. Zero sequence current based earth fault detectors (EFD) installed in a small 
distribution system.  
 
If the zero sequence current ( 0I ) in a feeder is larger than its threshold, this feeder is 
identified as the ground fault feeder. The threshold of feeder m ( msetI0 ) is usually set as the 

magnitude of the capacitive current ( cmI ) in feeder m caused by other feeder direct earth 
faults, and it is sure that I, is larger than the least value ( mI0 ) that can be measured 
accurately by the digital measurement unit (Zeng et al. 2004). 

 mcmmmset IIMaxKI 000 ,                              (69) 
Where, mK0 is the reliability coefficient. 
The zero sequence current in the faulted feeder k detected by EFD is the sum of charging 
currents of all other sound feeders (feeder i and n) and the neutral point current. Whereas, in 
the occurrence of other feeder earth fault the zero sequence current in the sound feeder k is 
its own capacitive charging currents and its extended feeders (feeders a, b and c). In some 
cases, the charging capacitive currents in the feeder k and its extended feeders (feeders a, b 
and c) are possibly bigger than that in the other feeders. The zero sequence current in feeder 
k caused by its own earth fault is less than that caused by other feeder earth fault. The zero 
sequence overcurrent protection is thus difficult to be set.  

 
4.6.2 Negative sequence current protection 
In Figure 36 (Zeng et al. 2001), an ineffectively earthed system with n feeders has an earth 
fault on feeder k. The system is a symmetrical radial network with only one source. When 
earth fault occurs, the distribution capacitance between the three phases of the system and 
ground is considered. From Figure 36 (b), the positive sequence current ( 1I ), the negative 

sequence current ( 2I ) and the zero sequence current ( 0I ) through the fault point are equal 

to one third of fault current ( fI ). 
 

 
Fig. 36. Sequence network interconnection for “A” phase-to-ground fault 
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Where: EA is the faulted phase voltage (supposed fault is in phase A), 0Z  is the zero 
sequence impedance of this network, 1Z  is the positive sequence impedance, fR is the 

fault resistance, and 2Z  is the negative sequence impedance.  
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line of capacitive equipment (such as CVT, transformer bushing, wall bushing) to capture 
the current traveling-waves flowing from the equipment to earth, and the grounded line is 
passing through the core. This installation does not influence the normal operation of the 
power system.  
The traveling wave based detection method has been tested in laboratory. High impedance 
faults and arcing faults can be detected with high precision. Not enough traveling wave 
based fault detectors have applied in power system.  
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problems, have an adverse environmental impact, and can result in substantial economic 
losses. Ineffectively earthed systems can limit earth fault current and operate indefinitely 
with an earth fault on one phase, eliminating the need for an immediate shutdown. Thus 
many industrial power systems have been operated with floating neutral or high resistance 
earthed neutral. 
The earth fault current in ineffectively earthed systems is usually not more than ten amperes. 
It is difficult to detect ground faults and isolate the faulted feeder. In order to improve them, 
some feeder terminal unit (FTU) based ground fault protectors are developed as follow: 

 
4.6.1 Zero sequence overcurrent protection 
Figure 35 shows zero sequence current based earth fault detectors (EFD) installed in a small 
distribution system.  

 
Fig. 35. Zero sequence current based earth fault detectors (EFD) installed in a small 
distribution system.  
 
If the zero sequence current ( 0I ) in a feeder is larger than its threshold, this feeder is 
identified as the ground fault feeder. The threshold of feeder m ( msetI0 ) is usually set as the 

magnitude of the capacitive current ( cmI ) in feeder m caused by other feeder direct earth 
faults, and it is sure that I, is larger than the least value ( mI0 ) that can be measured 
accurately by the digital measurement unit (Zeng et al. 2004). 
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Where, mK0 is the reliability coefficient. 
The zero sequence current in the faulted feeder k detected by EFD is the sum of charging 
currents of all other sound feeders (feeder i and n) and the neutral point current. Whereas, in 
the occurrence of other feeder earth fault the zero sequence current in the sound feeder k is 
its own capacitive charging currents and its extended feeders (feeders a, b and c). In some 
cases, the charging capacitive currents in the feeder k and its extended feeders (feeders a, b 
and c) are possibly bigger than that in the other feeders. The zero sequence current in feeder 
k caused by its own earth fault is less than that caused by other feeder earth fault. The zero 
sequence overcurrent protection is thus difficult to be set.  

 
4.6.2 Negative sequence current protection 
In Figure 36 (Zeng et al. 2001), an ineffectively earthed system with n feeders has an earth 
fault on feeder k. The system is a symmetrical radial network with only one source. When 
earth fault occurs, the distribution capacitance between the three phases of the system and 
ground is considered. From Figure 36 (b), the positive sequence current ( 1I ), the negative 

sequence current ( 2I ) and the zero sequence current ( 0I ) through the fault point are equal 

to one third of fault current ( fI ). 
 

 
Fig. 36. Sequence network interconnection for “A” phase-to-ground fault 
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Where: EA is the faulted phase voltage (supposed fault is in phase A), 0Z  is the zero 
sequence impedance of this network, 1Z  is the positive sequence impedance, fR is the 

fault resistance, and 2Z  is the negative sequence impedance.  
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1Z , 2Z  can be neglected because they are much lower than 0Z  (as Figure 36 (c)), so Eq.70 
can be rewritten as: 
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The negative sequence current, generated in the fault point, flows through the whole 
network, reaches the sources and the loads, and then returns. As the negative sequence 

impedance of the source SZ2  is much lower than that of the loads, most negative sequence 
current in the fault point flows to the source. Thus the negative sequence current in the earth 

fault feeder ( kI2


) or in the source ( sI2


) is approximately equal to one third of the fault 

current, and it is much larger than that in sound feeder i ( iI2


). 
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Considering the zero sequence current in the faulted feeder: 

kCfk III  
3
1

0                          (73) 

Where, kCI is the capacitive current in the faulted feeder k . 

Comparing Eq.72 and Eq.73, the negative sequence current is usually slightly bigger than 
the zero sequence current in the faulted feeder. 

kk II 02
                            (74) 

In sound feeder i , the zero sequence current iI0  is approximately equal to its capacitive 
current ciI . It is usually larger than the negative sequence current, which is approximately 
zero (Eq.72). Negative sequence current is therefore more sensitive in detecting earth fault 
feeder than zero sequence current. 
Moreover, energy oscillations usually exist in zero sequence circuit between restrikes during 
arc-grounding fault, but not in negative sequence circuit because the negative sequence 
impedance of source is so small that energy is quickly faded away after arc extinguishing. 
Protection schemes based on negative sequence current hence have a better performance in 
detecting arcing fault than that based on zero sequence current. 
The principles for earth fault detection based on negative sequence current are as follow: 
a. Negative Sequence Current Based Overcurrent Protection 
If the magnitude of negative sequence current component in a feeder is larger than its 
threshold, this feeder is identified as the earth fault feeder. 

msetm II 22                                   (75) 

The threshold of feeder m ( msetI2 ) is usually set as the least value that can be measured 
accurately by digital measurement unit, and it is sure that msetI2  is larger than the magnitude 
of negative sequence current component in feeder m caused by other feeder directly earth 
fault. 
b. Difference between Negative Sequence Current and Zero Sequence Current Based 

Protection 

From Eq.74, when the component of negative sequence current is slightly bigger than that of 
zero sequence current in a feeder, it is identified as the faulted feeder. 

mm IKI 002
                                     (76) 

In order to improve fault detection sensitivity, a reliability coefficient 0K  is used, which is 
usually set as 0.5. 
c. Negative Sequence Current Based Differential Protection  
The component of negative sequence current in the faulty feeder is approximately opposite to 
that in the source, while that in a sound feeder is approximately equal to zero, and is much 
lower than that in the source. The faulted feeder can therefore be detected, if the difference 
between the component of negative sequence current in a feeder and that in the source is 
smaller than its threshold. 

mssetSm III 222                                     (77) 

The threshold of feeder m ( mssetI2 ) is usually set as a value that is larger than the sum of the 
magnitudes of negative sequence current component in all sound feeders caused by a directly 
earth fault of feeder m. 
d. Phase Difference between Negative Sequence Current and Fault Phase Voltage Based 

Protection  
If the phase difference between the negative sequence current in a feeder and the fault phase 
voltage phasor is near to zero (in same direction), this feeder can be identified as the faulted 
feeder. 

221 )arg()arg( setAmset UI   
                     (78) 

In order to improve fault detection sensitivity, 1set , 2set is usually set as 060 and 060  
respectively. 
e. Fault Point Energy Dissipation Based Protection 
If the energy function (in Eq.79) of a feeder is larger than its threshold, this feeder can also be 
identified as the faulted feeder. 

Set
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Where, 1t is the time of earth fault initiation, (t2-t1) is about one cycle (20mS in 50Hz). SetW  
is usually set as a small positive value. 
Among the above fault detection schemes, scheme a, b, c, and e only demand to measure the 
local current or voltage. These schemes are convenient to be implemented in Remote 
Terminal Unit (RTU), Feeder Terminal Unit (FTU) and Intelligent Electronic Device (IED) in 
Distribution Automation (DA) systems.  
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Where, kCI is the capacitive current in the faulted feeder k . 

Comparing Eq.72 and Eq.73, the negative sequence current is usually slightly bigger than 
the zero sequence current in the faulted feeder. 
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In sound feeder i , the zero sequence current iI0  is approximately equal to its capacitive 
current ciI . It is usually larger than the negative sequence current, which is approximately 
zero (Eq.72). Negative sequence current is therefore more sensitive in detecting earth fault 
feeder than zero sequence current. 
Moreover, energy oscillations usually exist in zero sequence circuit between restrikes during 
arc-grounding fault, but not in negative sequence circuit because the negative sequence 
impedance of source is so small that energy is quickly faded away after arc extinguishing. 
Protection schemes based on negative sequence current hence have a better performance in 
detecting arcing fault than that based on zero sequence current. 
The principles for earth fault detection based on negative sequence current are as follow: 
a. Negative Sequence Current Based Overcurrent Protection 
If the magnitude of negative sequence current component in a feeder is larger than its 
threshold, this feeder is identified as the earth fault feeder. 
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The threshold of feeder m ( msetI2 ) is usually set as the least value that can be measured 
accurately by digital measurement unit, and it is sure that msetI2  is larger than the magnitude 
of negative sequence current component in feeder m caused by other feeder directly earth 
fault. 
b. Difference between Negative Sequence Current and Zero Sequence Current Based 

Protection 

From Eq.74, when the component of negative sequence current is slightly bigger than that of 
zero sequence current in a feeder, it is identified as the faulted feeder. 
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In order to improve fault detection sensitivity, a reliability coefficient 0K  is used, which is 
usually set as 0.5. 
c. Negative Sequence Current Based Differential Protection  
The component of negative sequence current in the faulty feeder is approximately opposite to 
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